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Abstract 
Wang, S., Maximum orders of periodic maps on closed surfaces, Topology and its Applications 
41 (1991)255-262. 
In this paper, we determine the maximum orders of periodic maps on closed surfaces. For the 
orientable closed surface of genus g, g 2 2, this maximum order is 4g+ 2 (realized by an orientation 
preserving map) if g is odd and is 4gt4 (realized by an orientation reversing map) otherwise. 
For the nonorientable closed surface of genus 9, q 3 3, this maximum order is 2q if q is odd and 
is 2q -2 otherwise. Furthermore, the maximum order of orientation reversing periodic maps on 
Fs is 4g-4 if g is odd. 
Keyrvords: Closed surface, periodic map, hyperbolic orbifold. 
AM.5 (MOS) Subj. Class.: Primary 57A10, 57NlO. 
At the end of the last century, Wiman proved the maximum possible order of an 
orientation preserving periodic map on an orientable closed surface of genus g, 
g 2 2, is 4g + 2. Harvey proved that this maximum possible order is attainable for 
each g in 1966. (See [5, 81 and also Lemma 5 below for direct construction of an 
orientation preserving map of order 4g + 2.) 
In this paper, we determine the maximum orders of periodic maps on all closed 
surfaces with no orientability assumptions. 
Let F, be an orientable closed surface of genus g, ga2, N, be a nonorientable 
closed surface of genus q (i.e., a connected sum of q projective planes), q 3 3. Let 
o(M) be the maximum of the orders of the periodic maps on M. 
Theorem 1. 
if g is odd, g 2 2, 
if g is even, g 2 2. 
if q is odd, q a 3, 
ifq is even, q s 3. 
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Furthermore, the maximum order of orientation reversing periodic maps on F, is 
4g -4 zj-g is odd. 
With the concept of a hyperbolic orbifold, we made the proof of Theorem 1 as 
geometric as possible. The four kinds of maximum order maps in Theorem 1 are 
all given by intuitive and elementary constructions. 
Remark 2. The maximum order o( F,) is realized by an orientation preserving 
periodic map if g is odd, and by an orientation reversing periodic map with isolated 
fixed points if g is even. 
Remark 3. The closed surfaces not included in Theorem 1 are the 2-sphere, torus, 
projective plane and Klein bottle. All these cases are well studied. 
Now we give some definitions and results which will be used in the proof of 
Theorem 1. All these results are well known or are direct corollaries of well-known 
results. 
(a) Let F be a compact surface with x(F) < 0 and f be a periodic map on F, 
then there is a hyperbolic metric on F (6iF consists of geodesic circles if dF is not 
empty) such that f becomes an isometry. Accordingly we often call a periodic map 
a map of finite order or an isometry. 
Suppose f is an isometry of order d on a closed hyperbolic surface F. (f) denotes 
the cyclic group action determined by f: fix((f)) d enotes the fixed point set of (f) 
(i.e., {xlf’(x) =x, O< 1~ d}). If dimension of fix((f)) is 1, then d is even and the 
one dimension part of fix(f) is a disjoint union of geodesic circles (this follows 
from [2,3]). If F is orientable and fix((f)) has dimension 1, then f must be orientation 
reversing; pick a component C of fix((f)), there is a minimal integer I such that 
Cc fix(f ‘), then f” is the identity of F,; therefore +d = 1 is odd. Finally, no 
orientation reversing finite order map on Fg has an isolated fixed point. 
(b) Let S be a compact hyperbolic orbifold with n singular points of index v,, 
v2,--*, v, (dS are geodesic circles if dS is not empty). We denote the underlying 
space of S by IS]. The orbifold Euler number of S, i(S), is defined by the formula 
i(S)=x(ISI)+; 1-i 
i=l ( ,) 
where x is the ordinary Euler number. The orbifold fundamental group of S is 
(a,, b,, . . . , ag, b,, d,, . . ., d,, c,, . . . , c, 1 cf’l = * * * = c> 
?TY( S) = 
1 
=[a,, b,]. . . [a,, b,]d, . . . d,c, . . . c, = l), or 
(a ,,..., a,,d ,,..., d,,c ,,..., c,Ic:l=...=c> 
2 =a,... azd, . . . dzc, . . . c, = 1). 
If n =O, then i(S) =x(S) =x(]Sl) and rr,(]SI) = r?(S) (see [6]). 
Any cyclic branch cover p : s’+ S of degree d determines a surjective homomorph- 
ism #J : T:(S) -+ 2, ; conversely, any surjective homomorphism 4 : n:(S) + Z, deter- 
mines a cyclic branch cover p : s’+ S, here Z, is a cyclic group of order d and s’ is 
a hyperbotic orbifold with T?(S) = kernel 4. .T? is a hyperbolic surfaee if and only 
if kernel 4 is a surface gr"oup, kernel # is a surface group if and only if C~ and c$(c& 
have the same order (see f5]>. 
(c) Letf be an isometry (periodic map} of order d on a closed hyperbolic surface 
F, the quotient space F/{~) is a hyperbolic orbjfo~d S (with geodesic circle boundary 
if fix ((f)) has dimension 1). S is determined by /S/ and its n singular paints of 
index vr , u2, _ . *, 0,. Each vi corresponds to an isolated periodic point orbit off 
with length d/vi. 
Furthermore we have the ~~ernann-Hurwit~ formula 
Proof. (1) It is contained in f5]. We stih write a proof here since it is very short. 
Let #:~~(Fgf(f))=(~,,....~n~~i...~n=~~~=~~~=~~=1)-,Z~ be a surjective 
homomorphism determined by cyclic branch covering FB + F,/(f >. She kernel 4 
is a surface group, the order of d(ci) is also 0:. Since (&(Ci)) generate Z,, it follows 
from eieme~tary algebra that lcm( r,+, . . . , v,) = d. 
(2) Now we consider the or~entab~e orbifold F/(-f’*), then f induces a map 7 of 
order 2 on F/(f”) and determines a quotient map h : F/(f’)+ F/(f). Since h is at 
most 2-1 and sends isolated singular points to isolated singular points, there are 
only four possibilities for the singular points on F/(f’): (1) four singular points of 
indices r+, ui, v2, u2, (2) three singular points of indices &, o?, v?, (3) three 
singular points of indices v,, t’r, jvz, (4) two singular points of indices $ut, &. 
However, the last three possibilities imply that f has an isolated tixed point contra- 
dicting that f is an orientation reversing involution. So F/Q”) has four singular 
points of indices ur, ut, t;, u2. Ey counting the orbifold Euler number, we see that 
]F/(f’)f is a &sphere. Now f’ is a map of order jd on F, ; by ( i) of Lemma 4 we 
have 
id = lcm( uI , ul, t’?, ti2) = lcmf vI , uz). 
(3) Let F&+ Nq be the orientable double covering and (&IL’= 1) be the deck 
group. As a hom~omarphism on N,, f sends every orientable loop to an orientabte 
loop. Hence f can be lifted to F,_, . Let p be an orientation preserving iift off: Now 
f” is a lift off* ==id, so _?’ = id or I. Since I is orientation reversing, we have 
f ” = id. Since pi = id implies that f’ = id, ? is a map of order d. 
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From the fact that each ‘?I (orientation reversing finite order map) has no isolated 
fixed point, it follows that each isolated periodic orbit off with length i yields two 
isolated periodic orbits off with same length. By the assumption in (3) in Lemma 
4, f has one periodic orbit of length d/u, and one periodic orbit of length d/ vz, 
so $ has two periodic orbit of length d/v, and two periodic orbits of length d/v?. 
By the fact we mentioned in (c), F,_,/(f) is an orientable closed hyperbolic orbifold 
with four singular points of indices u,, v,, u2, v?. By counting the orbifold Euler 
number as in the proof of (2), ]F,_,/(f)l must be a 2-sphere. So we have 
d = Icm( v, , v, , v2, v2) = lcm( u, , v2) 
by (1) of Lemma 4. 0 
Lemma 5. (1) For each integer g > 0, there is a map of order 4g + 2 on Fg with one 
jixed point and one periodic orbit of length 2; 
(2) for each even integer g > 0, there is a map of order 4g + 4 on F, ; 
(3) for each even q 2 3, there is a map of order 2q - 2 on N, ; 
(4) for each odd 923, there is a map of order 2q on Nq. 
Proof. (1) Even though the existence of such maps can be derived from [5] for 
g> 1, we prefer to create these examples in a uniformly elementary way. 
We think of the fundamental 4g-gon of Fg as the union of two regular (2g+ l)- 
gon’s which lies in the plane shown in Fig. 1. (For concreteness, in Fig. 1 we set 
g = 2. The way to generalize the construction to any g > 0 is obvious.) The oriented 
edges presented by the same letter are identified. All corner points are identified to 
a point. 
Fig. 1 
Let r], be a map of order 2g+ 1 whose restriction on each regular (2g+ I)-gon 
is a rotation of angle 2n/(2g + 1). Let n2 be a rotation of angle rr in the plane which 
switch the two regular (2g+ 1)-gon’s. The composition of these two maps is a map 
of order 4g +2. It induces a map lg on F, of the same order. The image of the 
corner points is a fixed point and the image of the centers of two (2g+ 1)-gon’s is 
a periodic orbit of length 2. 
(2) let D be an &,-invariant disk on F, centered at the fixed point of Lo. Let 
S, = F, - int D. The restriction of ~~ on S, is still1 denoted by lx. Now make JS, 
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parameterized by angle 0 L 8 s 27r such that the restriction of lg on JS, is a rotation 
of angle 2n/(4g+2) (replace lg by L: if necessary). 
Suppose that g = 2k. Pick a copy of S, and its mirror image T(&), here r is the 
reflection about a given two sided mirror (see Fig. 2). Now we define a map s, on 
S, u r(&) as below: for any x E S kr let s,(x) = r(x); for any xE r(&), let s,(x) = 
Lag. Now glue S, with r(&) by identifying 0 on J& with r(f3-2n/(8k+4)) on 
ar(S,), we get F,, = F,. 
Now s, induces a well-defined periodic map s of order 8k+4 = 4g+4 on Fg. 
(3) For any even q > 3, q = 2g +2, g 3 1. Let D,, D, be two small discs centered 
at the periodic orbit of length 2 of lg. Identifying the antipodal points on each 
boundary component of F, - int D, - int Dz, we get NZgtZ = Nq. Furthermore, the 
restriction of bg induces a map of order 4g + 2 = 2q - 2. 
I Minor 
Fig. 2. 
(4) For any odd q > 3, q = 2g + 1, g > 1. Identifying the antipodal points on S,, 
we get N,,+, = N,. Furthermore, the restriction of tg induces a map of order 
4g+2=2q. 
This finishes the proof of the lemma. II! 
Proof of Theorem 1. 
Part I: Orientable case. 
From the results of Wiman and Harvey, we need only to prove the following 
proposition. 
Proposition 6. The maximum order of orientation reversing isometries on F, is 4g -4 
for odd g and is 4g + 4 for even g, if g L 2. 
Proof. Let f be an orientation reversing isometry of order d on Fg. 
By the Riemann-Hurwitz formula, we have 
2g-2 
-= -x(lFgl(f>l)+ i
d r=, 
V,sVi+l. (1) 
If ,y(lF,/(f)j) c -1, then the right side of (1) is at least 1, and we have d s 2g -2. 
If x(lF,l(f>I) = 0, we must have n Z- 1 in (1); therefore the right side of (1) is at 
least f and d s 4g -4. Furthermore, d = 4g -4 only if F,/(f) is the Klein bottle 
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with one singular point of index 2. (The possibility that IF,/(f)1 is an annalus or 
Mobius band is ruled out by the result in (a) and the fact that %4g-4) is even.) 
Now we show 4g -4 is attainable when g is odd. Define a homomorphism 
~:71.~(S)=(~,,a~,c,Ia:a:c,=c:=l)-,Z,,_,by~(c,)=2g-2,~(a,)=l,~(a,)=g 
in Z,,_,. Obviously 4 is surjective. So C$ determines a cyclic branch covering s+ S 
of degree 4g -4. Since +( c,) and cr have the same order, kernel C$ is a surface 
group by (b). Pick any (Y E kernel 4. Suppose the sums of powers of a,, a,, c, in (Y 
are k, 1, m respectively. Now we must have k + lg + m(2g - 2) =j(4g -4) for some 
integer j, i.e., k+ I= j(4g -4) - m(2g -2) - l(g - 1). Since g is odd, k+ I is even. 
Thus a is an orientable loop. It follows that s’ is an orientable surface. From 
x(s) = -(4g - 4) x $ = 2 - 2g, we know 2 = Fg and the generator of the deck group 
of covering is the required isometry. 
Next, we prove that if d > 4g -4, then g is even; and if g is even, then the 
maximum order off in the proposition is 4g + 4. 
We may suppose x(lF,/(f)l) = 1. 
If n 2 3, then the right side of (1) is at least f and d s 4g -4. So we assume n = 2 
and we have 
2g-2 1 1 
-= l-----, v,s v2. 
d VI 02 
(2) 
If v, 2 4, then we still have d c 4g - 4. So we assume that u, = 2, or 3. 
Suppose v, = 3. If v2 2 6, then we still have d 2 4g - 4. So we assume that v2 = 3, 
or 4, or 5. If v2=3, then d =6 by (2) of Lemma 4, and g =2 follows from (2). 
Similarly, if v2 = 4, then we have d = 24 and g = 6; if v2 = 5, then d = 30 and g = 8. 
In all these cases, g is even and d ~4g+4. 
Suppose v, = 2. 
If v2 is even, then d = 2v2 by (2) of Lemma 4. Now vz=2g and d =4g by (2). 
Suppose f is a map of order 4g. Now 1 F,/(f )I is a disk or a projective plane. 
I F,/( f )I is a disk only if the dimension of fix(( f >) is 1, but this implies that d =20 
by (a), here o is an odd number. So S = F,/(f) is an RP2 with two singular points 
of indices 2 and 2g and we must have a surjective homomorphism 4 : a?(S) = 
(a, ,cl, ’ - c21 a:cIc2 = c, c2 g = 1) + Z,, determined by the cyclic branch cover p : F, + S. 
Since Fg is a hyperbolic surface, kernel C$ is a surface group. Hence 4(c,) = 2g, 
c$( CJ = 2, 4( a,) = g - 1 in Z,,. Since d is surjective, g - 1 must be odd. So g is even. 
If v2 is odd, then d = 4v2 by (2) of Lemma 4. Now u2 = g+ 1. So g is even and 
d =4g+4 by (2). 
By the same argument as in the case d = 4g, we can show that if 4g +4 is attainable, 
then g is even. 
By (2) of Lemma 5, 4g + 4 is attainable when g is even. 0 
Remark 7. The examples of the orientation reversing maps of order 4g -4 for odd 
g can also be constructed as in Lemma 5, but are slightly more complicated. The 
examples in (1) of Lemma 5 can be produced by suitable surjective maps from the 
triangle group (2,2g+ I, 4gf2) to Z4gtl. The examples in (2) of Lemma 5 can be 
produced by suitable surjective maps from the orbifold fundamental group of RP2 
with two singular points of indices 2 and g-t 1 to Z,,,,. 
Proof of Theorem X ~~ontin~~~* 
Part II: ~onQr~entable case. 
Letf be a map of order d on A$. With the examples in Lemma 5, we need only 
to show dS2q-2 if q is even and ds2q if q is odd. 
Now the Riemman-~urwitz formula has the form 
Using the same argument as in the proof of Proposition 6, one can show that if 
d a 29 - 2, then x(1 MJ(f)l) = 1, n = 2 and ul G 3. Now (3) has the form 
4 -2 1 1 
-= ---- 
d 
I 
01 Q1 
2116 Uz. 
Suppose q = 3, If q L 6, then we still have d s 2q - 2. So we assume that uz = 3, or 
4, or 5. If v2 = 3, then d = 3 by (3) of Lemma 4. It follows that 4 =3. If v1 = 4, then 
we have d = 12. It follows that q = 7. If uz = 5, then d = 15. It follows that q = 9. In 
all these cases, d G 2q - 2. 
now suppose 0, = 2. We have lcm(2, ut) = d by (3) of Lemma 4. 
If v2 is odd, then v? = jd, d = 2q and q = ut is odd by (4). 
If vz is even, then Us = d and d = 2q - 2 by (4). 
This completes the proof of Theorem I. El 
Remark 8. The example in f4) of Lemma S has a one-dimensional branch set. 
Furthermore, ~mitatjng the proof in the orientable case, one can show that if q is 
odd and f is a map of order 29, then 1 N&‘(f)f is a disk. Thus it is not aiways possible 
to produce the required finite order map by a suitabte surjective homomorphism 
d, : r:(S) + Z;, where S is a hyperbolic orbifold. 
I would like to thank Professor Boju Jiang who helped me with the elementary 
const~ct~o~ of (2) of Lemma 5 and Ms. Xinyuan Liu who drew the figures. I also 
appreciate the referee’s help which greatly enhances the paper. 
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